Class 3 – Homework Table
Below is a table which breaks down all of the different types of homework that your child will receive in Class Three. If ever
have any queries or concerns regarding homework, please feel free to pop in and talk to Mr Wedick.
Spellings

Reading

How often?

* New spellings are given our
every Friday and are then
tested on the following
Friday.

How much?

* 10 spellings a week.

* Reading at home should
be taking place every day.
* From time to time, your
child will be asked to read
ahead to a certain point in
a book being studied in class.
At least 15 minutes reading
each day, but the more your
child is reading, the more
advantageous it is for them.

Expectations * Each word is written out 10 * Reading Record is signed
off each day – This could
of this type times in spelling homework
just be your initials and
of homework books.
* Each word is also put in a
sentence and written out
correctly.
* If your child doesn’t know
the meaning of the spelling,
they should look it up in a

what was read. However, if
you want to write a few
notes on anything that was
a problem for your child,
then this is also helpful.
* Your child may be able to

Maths

Topic

* Maths homework is
handed out every Friday.
* Times tables are also
tested each week.

* Your child will usually receive
two pieces of topic work each
half-term.

* One maths homework
piece a week.
* Times tables should be
being learnt at home, in the
car, when you’re out for a
walk – The more, the
better.

* The amount of work and the
type of work will vary from
task to task.
* Each piece of topic work will
have an accompanying
explanation sheet, which will
explain the time your child
should be putting into each
piece.
* As your child will usually
have a much longer period of
time to complete each task, the
expectation is that these pieces
of work are completed to a
high quality.

* The homework task will
always be linked to work we
have covered in class during
the week, so it should be a
chance for your child to
show off new skills and to
consolidate what they have
learnt.
* Homework should be

dictionary.
* Spelling homework books
should be handed in every
Thursday for marking.

read independently, but it’s
still useful for them to read
aloud with you a couple of
times a week. You could
even have a special book
that you read together.

completed independently – If
your child needs help, then
they can complete it with me
during the following week.
* Maths homework tasks
should be completed neatly
in maths homework books.
* From time to time, your
child will be asked to
complete a task on
Mathletics instead of a
written task in their books.

